SNOW SLIDE RULES

1) DO NOT face the slide toward a hazardous situation such as drop offs, trees, streets or oncoming traffic without adequate safety barriers in place (fencing, hay bales, etc.)
2) CUSTOMER MUST PROVIDE a minimum of 3 competent people to operate snow slide: ONE PERSON ALWAYS at the top of the slide to assist slider with a tube and to guide slider down the slide. ONE PERSON located at the bottom of slide to catch the slider. ONCE PERSON to return tubes to top of slide. (ROTATE JOBS THRU EVENT)
3) CUSTOMER MUST determine age and size of slider to be safe to slide. Smaller children can slide with a safety conscious adult.
4) SLIDER MUST WEAR SHOES.
5) SLIDER MUST slide down straight, sitting down, with both hands on sliding device.
6) SAFETY is the main goal of Mireles Ice. If a problem is noticed that we have not foreseen, PLEASE adjust to the circumstances or discontinue use of slide.
7) AT THE END OF EVENT, SLIDE MUST BE LOCKED UP WITH A TRAILER LOCK. (Mireles Ice will provide lock)

YOU AGREE to hold Mireles Ice, it's agents, servants and employees harmless from any claim(s) made during your event either directly or indirectly as a result of the use of Mireles Ice product(s), except claims resulting in the negligence or willful misconduct of Mireles Ice.

Customer or Representative

Date________________________________ Signature________________________________________

Organization________________________ Printed Name______________________________

Mireles ICE slide rental is priced at between $250.00 up to $1000.00

Our slides are constructed from quality metal and vary in height to 11 foot. Mireles Ice is ALWAYS CONCERNED with SAFETY, if you notice a problem tell us. The 'Slide Rules' and 'Hold Harmless' agreement must be signed before slide use.